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Agenda

• When (and when not to) use NVC

• NVC Basics

• The role of Empathy in NVC

• Four ways to respond to negative/critical 

communication

• Using NVC in inter-cultural communication

• Appropriate use of force/anger



When to use it

• Don’t we always?????

• DO use:

– To achieve win-win results

– To show or receive empathy

– To make a request

• Do NOT use:

– To achieve a specific result



NVC Basics—Observation

• Is:

– What you actually see, hear and touch

• Is not:

– How you evaluate what is happening



Observation or Evalutation?

• Sarah came to her appointment on time.

• I measured Sarah’s abdomen at 28 cm.

• Our consulting OB responds promptly.



Grok the World De-Brief

• Full attention

• Curious mind—asking, not telling

• Didn’t always guess the same as the 

speaker

• Speaker may have had a hard time 

choosing



NVC Basics--Feelings

• Are:

– An individual’s internal reaction

– A signal system that says whether our needs 

are being met

• Are not:

– Something someone else makes you have

– Indirect accusations

– Thoughts



Are these NVC feelings?

• I feel like I’m living with a wall.

• I’d be furious too if that happened to me.

• I feel dismised when no one at wor

responds to my suggestions.



NVC Basics--Needs

• Are:

– Our value system

– Universal

• Are not:

– What we deserve

– What we want



With each thought, what is your 

need(s)?

• Everyone else here knows more than I do.

• Heroin is a great drug.

• This is boring.



Female Inmates’ Needs



NVC Basics--Requests

• Are not:

– A demand

– Dependent on tone of voice or language

• Are:

– Dependent on what happens when someone says 

“No”

– Specific, Doable, Timely, Positive

– A means for creating more joy on the planet



Are these NVC requests?
Specific, Doable, Timely, Positive

• Would you be willing to care for me?

• Would you come in twice a week for 

NSTs?

• Would you stop using nicotine while you 

are pregnant?

• Would you get your 1-hour glucose test 

done?



NVC Basics--Summary

• Diagnosis vs. Observation

• Denial of Responsibility vs. Feelings

• Deserve vs. Needs

• Demand vs. Requests



Game Overview

• Participants listened with a curious mind

• Participants took a guess

• Speaker responded

• Speaker did not always choose what I 

would have chosen

• Speaker may have had a hard time 

choosing



Empathy is Not:

1.Advising/Fixing: “I think you should . . .” 

2. One-upping: “That’s nothing, wait till 

you hear what happened to me . . .” 

3. Educating: “This could turn into a 

positive experience for you if you just …”

4. Consoling: “It wasn’t your fault, you did 

the best you could.” 

5. Story-telling: “That reminds me of the 

time. . .” 



Empathy is Not:

6. Shutting down: “Cheer up–don’t feel so 

badly.” 

7. Sympathizing: “Oh you poor thing.”

8. Interrogating: “When did this begin? 

What did you do?” Then what happened?

9. Explaining: “I would have called you 

but. . .” 

10. Correcting: “That’s not how it 

happened . . .” 



Empathy Is:

I wonder if you are feeling 

__________ because you need 

__________ .



Four Ways of Responding (4 Ears)

If you are told something you don’t 

enjoy:

• Blame the Speaker

• Blame yourself

• Give empathy to yourself

• Give empathy to the Speaker



Inter-cultural  Communication

• Curious mind is even more important

• Guess feelings and needs

• Make requests, not demands

• Keep all four ears open



Use of Force & Anger

• Appropriate

• Immediate safety concern

• Compassionate energy, speaking truth

• Less Appropriate

– Attempting to control others

– Creating shame



Conclusion

If you are lucky in this life 

A window will appear on a battlefield 

between two armies 

And when the soldiers look into the window 

They don't see their enemies 

They see themselves as children 



If You Are Lucky in This Life (cont)

• And they stop fighting 

• And go home and go to sleep. 

• When they wake up, the land is well again. 

• Cameron Penny, Fourth Grade, Michigan 
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